
1 Fiscally imprudent policies, populism affect
the poor: PM

6 Court’s order and the ASI survey are flawed 

6 Onward, sunward 

7 Measuring hunger across States 

7 The northern plains of India is the most
polluted region 

8 Status of the Right to Information Act 

8 What is the debate around ‘one nation, one
election’? 

10 Law Ministry officials brief Kovind on
simultaneous polls 

10 Assam government forms panel to draft anti -
polygamy law 

11 ‘GDP-centric view changing to human-centric
one’ 

12 Aditya- L1 ‘healthy’, in new orbit: ISRO 

12 Centre’s DIKSHA e- education platform to offer
AI help 

13 G -20 meet, visits by Lavrov, Macron add to the
diplomatic buzz in Dhaka 

II The importance of testing menstrual products
with human blood 

II Cartesian coordinates: a means to find your
way 

1 Stable government with a decisive mandate
reason for reforms, says PM

1 Aditya L1 healthy, spacecraft’s first orbit-raising
move successful: ISRO

3
A riverside citadel to an infamous prison for
multiple empires: The 16th-century fort in
shadow of Lal Qila

6
‘We have repeatedly emphasized that a
divided world will find it difficult to fight
common challenges’

6 First set of infra loans for tier 2, tier 3 cities to be
disbursed soon

6 Mona Lisa to Magna Carta, G20 venue to show
29 nations’ heritage

7 ADRENALINE RUSH

8 A climate question for G20

9 Transition without playbook

11 PIROLA VARIANT

11 Bumper crops, yet high cereal prices

11 WHAT’S AT STAKE AS ERDOGAN MEETS PUTIN TO
REVIVE UKRAINE GRAIN DEAL

11 One nation, one poll: When does a change in
Constitution need states’ nod?

12 IDEA EXCHANGE

13 As UPI crosses 10 bn mark, a look at India’s key
foreign policy sell: digital public infra
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"Unless you have practised your answers on paper – It is all vapour."


